


 The Rear Section.

Now select this and use the BandSaw Pro tool again, add just to 10% and mirror it and make it.

There is something I forgot to delete from back when I Extruded to the side, this surface if you forgot as I did, delete it.

 Select these 2 rings going around the engine.

Use the Smooth-Shift and Offset it by 4”, (you can use the Rounder here too, but I will leave that for you to decided).



The next thing is the detail around the rear of the Engine Cowl.

    Select the surface you see indicated above, copy it.

Paste it in a new layer and then use the BandSaw Pro to cut it into 2, and delete the outer one.



Paste it in a new layer and then use the BandSaw Pro to cut it into 2, and delete one

Leaving this.

Now use the Bevel Tool, select Inset and adjust to 1”. Copy the created inner surface and delete, you will see an outer frame 
remain, delete that too, then Paste back in the Copied Inner Section.

The Copied Section Pasted back in.



Now select the Array Tool and switch array type to Radial and enter the setting you see above.

When they have rotated around, select the rear points and move them back a bit if required.

Now for the cutting shape I said to keep earlier. Move the cutting shape back slightly, as I found if you don´t do this the 
ribbed shapes will overhang the cowl slightly.

Now use the Solid Drill or press Shift + C on the keyboard and select Stencil. 



 You can see the curve line going through the surface in the main layer.

Select the rear half and delete it.

It will not be a clean cut either way, so you will have to clean up points you don´t need, so check out each one and delete  
what you can, to speed it up I remove one sided.
Check for points near the corners, we only need 2 points at each end, if you check the other side you will find 200 point  
(Green Arrow) for that end in total (400) without remove half. 

Merge Tool 

You can use the Merge tool (m) set to fixed and enter the distance setting you see or alter to suit yourself, but beware you 
may not get the result you want, so check things out before moving on taking care that you have not merge the wrong 
points.



 With all the points selected you should see 400 Points. 

MirrorX the side like so, and select all the object.

With all the objects selected use the Smooth-Shift (Shift + F) and then the Numeric (n) and Offset by about 3”, and close the 
Numeric tool to make.

Now for the Rounder tool, enter the setting you see above or to suit yourself, this shares the same name as the area it covers
Surface (q) Name: 0029—SB Warp Shield Cowl



Copy and paste the object into the same layer as the main engine object.

This is my result.

Now to add the minor detail with in the grove, I create a disc and enter 40 odd sides.

Then I connect the top and bottom points so I can copy one side and move it back slightly, Sample above



Use the Paste tool and place it along side its twin. (you can adjust its position before committing).

I then selected the 4 points and made a new surface (p), connecting the halves.

Then I moved the Pasted Side back to cover the backdrop image.

Then Copy the object move to the side covering the next surface detail adjust the scale to fit, once done paste the original  
object back.



Now copy the second one and move that to the side and Paste it back in.

Then pull the back to where you reach the angled section.

Select a few of the points (leaving 3) and delete them.

Then adjust the position of the 3 points to these new positions.



Then use the MirrorY option. use the Set-value Tool and set to the X-axis.

Now Connect (L) the 2 points above and below for Beveling.

 We Smooth-Shift to the side, Offset by 1´5”.



The Warp Field Emitter

This is the name I am giving this part of the model.

Then I used the Box Tool and Created the object you see above.

Then Smooth-Shift to the side as you see above, Offset to around 1´ so that it will show outside the grove.

I then copied, moved it to cover the next area above and adjusted the scale to fit between the forward section, then I pasted  
the original back into place, we will look at adding detail later.



Go back to this and select the Outer Surface, and press Edge Bevel or Ctrl + b to activate on the keyboard.

Then press (n) for Numeric Options and move to around 1´6” or whatever you thing it should be to give it some edge.

You can then Paste the 2 other objects into the same layer.

Like this one above, you can also Merge these surface (Shift + z).



I named these 2 surfaces like so, 0013 - PS Warp Field Emitter Frame in orange and the 0013 - PS Warp Field Emitter in 
purple (this is for a texture, there is to much detail to model I think). 
 
I gave the Starboard side the names 0014 - PS Warp Field Emitter Frame and 0014 - PS Warp Field Emitter

You will also note the PS in the name standing in for Port-side. I used the surface editor to set these new colors to help  
highlight the sections, so this is temporary setting. Also the 00** are part of the Numerical system I use and at the moment 

The Nacelle Intercooler´s

You only have to make this shape once, then clone it 6 times and reposition it to fit in the locations you see in the blueprints, 

I will first be working on the rear Intercooler´s (4) and the inner groove (2) 

It is a handy time to go to your saved blueprints that are been used as backdrops and crop them (The Intercooler´s) so you 
place the top view in the Top View-port and the same with the following 2 views. 



Next I used the  Box Tool and in the  Numeric option adjusted the  Width, Height and  Depth to the measurements I have 
above. 

Width 6´10”, Height 10´6”, and finally the Depth 108”.
 

Now I use the Pen Tool and trace around the frame of the side profile, if you look at the Points you will see that for every 
point on the outside there is an equal point on the inside area.



Then start connecting the Points as you see above and reposition any of the inner Points, as I don´t have any measurements 
on the scale of the groove nor the details within it, this is for the most part guess work and trial and error modeling again.

Select the all the surface from the center, press (v) to Set-Value (X-axis) to insure its in the center.



Now use the Smooth-Shift, (Shift + f) and Offset by 2´10” approximately, you see on the inner side there is no surface and 
that suits us fine.

 Mirror-X the object.

Now press your Tab Key and you will see the object change its look, this is SubPatch modeling. I have reactivate the Show 
Guides and Show Cages in Display Options to give you a batter idea of how things look with them on.

You find the SubPatch under Construct in the Top Bar Options.



Using your Knife tool and drag it across the front view, it will distort the object surface as it goes, that is fine.

When you have dragged it across the front, adjust it so its as close to the lower section of the object as possible and as you  
can see the object flattens out there.

Using the Knife tool again I make two more cuts near the start of the curve down.



The second knife cut is here.

Note: when you use the knife tool on this SubPatched object, the cut does not appear in the same location but slightly to the  
side for whatever reason, you can Un-SubPatch it and you will see the knife cuts where you made them, note the cuts I  
made near the curves.

There is no problem to activate or deactivate the SubPatch Tab key back and forward as you work at this point. 

but the point of no return is when you freeze it or Ctrl + D, don´t do it now.

Now to Subdivide the object, pick Meteform, the default setting should be fine.



Where you will see the object change very slightly, you will see it most effective in Wire-Frame Mode as I have it above.

Now we are going to Freeze (Ctrl + d) this object.

Which as you can see pushes up the Polygon count a little more.



Here you can see better in smooth shade.

I have Merged the Polygons on the long surface 

Its to long to show it step by step, so I will leave that to you, it take time.

Next the long shapes that are around the Top and Side of these Intercooler`s, there are 5 on each as far as I can see.

I rushed through this part, You can take more time to work on these.



I then placed them where I think works best, using the front view, adjusted the position as I need and working on one side 
before mirroring, then I selected the inner surface and now I will delete them.

I then open the Point Statistics and selecting the 2 Polygons, then press (p).

The result.



Optional: you can select and delete the surfaces at the bottom.

If you need to select the bottom Points (use Point Statistics) and then Set-Value (Y-axis) then press (p) again.

Now we Boolean (Union) the 2 object, press (m) to Merge the Points.



This looks about right
 

Copy it and Paste it in the next Layer.

We need to have a Copy for the Intercooler in the Warp Nacelle side groove it has some addition surface detail.

This is for the 4 Intercooler´s at the ends of the Warp Nacelles

 Now for the forward part, its a basic simple shape to work on.



Create a Box and adjust the setting to the Numeric Tool above. 

Then I select the bottom edge and delete it, adjust the bottom area so it lines up within the main object.

Boolean (Union)



In this next part, use the knife too to cut through the ends of the surrounding detail and near the joining of the forward  
rectangle, and tripled some of the surface as you can see, these where non-planer surfaces and the quickest way to fix that is  
to triple them, 

I could have done this a lot cleaner but for the reasons of speed I will keep going.
 

A closer look and a new angle. I have covered tiding or cleaning up over the course of this tutorial, so at this point this is for  
you to work out. 

Now I suggested earlier that you  Copy and  Paste  the original object in a  New Layer, its handy that I did or we have to 
rework the some parts of this, but copy this aft section. 

Note that on the top right I have indicated with a Yellow Arrow the current layer I am working in. 



This for the Intercooler in the inner side groove.

Note in the image below the layer I copied the original object in too, and this is now our next object to work on, this next  
move was to save some time.

Go to that copied object we save in the next layer and select the same section and delete it.
 (with luck this will work) 

So all you have remaining is this odd shape.

Then you Paste in the copied section in and Merge the Points. 

you can name it Surface (q) name: 0026—SB Warp Intercooler



If you restore the backdrop images for the engine, 

We can see where we can place this a little better.

Rotate the object by -90º, in the Front View-port and as the Numeric Tool shows.

Then simply move the object up into place, we then have to build the object connecting to it.



Note: This looks to me like the rear section is slightly shorter then the forward section or is rotated in to the engine more  
then forward section.

 Create a box and adjust the scale so it fits over the side view image.

I also altered the setting in the Segments Section, in the Y Field 2 and in the Z Field 3 or you can use the Knife Tool



Adjust the side profile, its position in the front image is roughly guessed, we will adjust or you will have to adjust when we  
place the Engine back where it belongs.

Now with Both the Warp Engine and this Object active in each Own Layer, adjust the forward Points inward to create the 
sloped part.

like you see here.



Then in the Top View-port place the Rotate Tool over the area indicated. 
We want the object to angle inward slightly.

Set the angle to -1.0º, this is a guess at the moment.

You may have to alter it again when we have it back in its proper position.

I have placed that object into the same layer as the engine, I have not Boolean it. 

I also called this the Warp Intercooler Shield so it will look like this: 
Surface (q) name: 0021—SB Warp Intercooler Shield.



Back to this Intercooler resting on its side, we want to move it out to the side, the other one I will place in its proper place 
later.

In fact you could move other the other object at the same time, the inner side of these objects should be against the center  
axis

Move both objects out by 19´and apply, I did not select the object, I just pressed Move and entered the Offset setting

Again both Layers are active!



Now Rotate both objects by 0.6º in the Y-axis. Again I did not select the object, I just Rotated without setting coordinates 
with the Rotate Tool, I hope this works for you, Then idea to to have these object flush within the wall of the Groove.

This is what I have, these are still in there own layers, we still have to name each surface.

Let me know how you get on with this via one of the website I have mentioned in the Introduction.

Now we Move the original object. 

You will note the smoothing errors in the front view, as mentioned I have yet to name each object and therefore have its own 
smoothing errors.



Now move up, adjust as you need, when its in place use the Rotate Tool and place it at the lower back area.

But before we go further we need to add the surface within the Intercooler frame.. Surface (q) name: 0027—SB Warp 2nd 
Intercooler Shield

You could detail this or use a texture, but I will be leaving it so you can look at this later 

 

Here is what you will have to do, personally I don´t think its worth modeling and would leave it for a texture.



I now have both objects in the same layer, again I did not Boolean or Join them, so I can rename surfaces easier later on.

 Now Rotate the forward side up slightly, 0.5º should be enough, but click your Rotate cursor at the rear section to set the 
coordinates.

Now to rotate to the side 

A 45 degree angle will do it on either side
Reset the Center X positions to 0 ft, and that is now in position. 

Now mirror it to the other side and these are now in position. 



Now lets jump to the Engine Orb 

Now the Ball object at the rear of the Engine.
Surface (q) name: 0044 – PS Warp Orb

If you copied the original engine like I suggested some time back, now go to copied object and Cut and Copy this section 
you see in the Red Square.

Paste it in a new layer 

I will not adding the clasps to the model Bussard dome as indicated in the blueprints nor on the real model, I don´t want my 
model to look like a studio model but to look like a star ship. But I will possibly add something with the same shape into  
place without cutting the hull



Remove the upper section, like you see above. (it has lined up well enough for me, I hope it has for you).

Now delete the section between the red arrows, retaining the Segments between the Yellow Arrows, I have 9 segments.

Now we will use the Multishift tool, this will be a double operation, first  Extending out, then Inward, before we use the 
Multishift.

Copy the object!



Select Multishift and (n) Numeric, set the Inset and Shift Amount to what you see above and Group Polygons, then close 
Multishift.

This is what you have, now Paste that Copied object back.

Like so and then Merge (m) the Points.



With the re-pasted surface selected, use the Multishift again and set the Shift Amount to 4´ and close the tool.

Then select the outer Points and move them back to the line up with the backdrop lines, we now have the forward shape 
done.

Using the Array Tool (Ctrl + Y) and select Redial, enter 8 into the Number field and select the Z-axis and OK it



Select the Upper Objects and Delete them.

Check how they look and if you happy copy and paste them into the same layer as the engine itself.
Surface (q) name: 0033—PS Warp Engine Baffle Plates

Now lets jump back to the rear detail of the Warp Nacelle.

This is next: Surface (q) name: 0042—PS Warp Flux Tuner

Use the Box Tool and create the shape.



Then open the Numeric tool (n) and change the settings you see above highlighted by the Yellow Arrows, in the Segments Y 
Section I change it from 1 to 16, its have more segments than I like to give some pieces, but you can clean this up.

Select the side you want to rest against the engine hull.

Now move it out to the side you want, 23´ in the Offset X field works for me.



Rotate the Angle by 0.4º, in the Top View-port, if you think it need more adjust meant to the side, do so.

Select these surfaces, I have (16).

Use the Bevel Tool (b) and use the Inset option and I set it at 2” and then close it.



For the second time we will use the Bevel Tool, this time use the Shift and the Inset as you see above.

I also decided to round the tops, using Rounder tool with the setting above.

Use the MirrorX, 

Then Copy and Paste them into the same layer as your Engine, 

 I am not going to Boolean or Merge them together.



Move to the Groove Intercooler 

There are the 2 Small Nurnies here, I just create a Disc and Extend it out slightly,  where I will use the Edge bevel (Ctrl + b) 
Tool at the top or external surface, then looking at it from the top view-port I will rotate it.

Here I have it Rotated and Mirror Y. Surface (q) name: 0036—PS Warp Intercooler Shield Nurnie´s

This is the result 

I will not be giving step by step approaches to building some remaining parts of the model, We have use these Tool before



The Support Pylons

In the side view create a Box and alter the setting to what you see above.

Select the ends and delete them.

Then select the Points via Point Statistics and press (p).



This will Cap the Ends for use. 

These sections are next

Now for the small squares called in one set of blueprints the Plasma Transfer Conduits

Then open the Array Tool (Ctrl + y) and enter in to the X Count (4) and in the Offset Type, Automatic. 
Scale X 110.0% or X 115.0%



You should have them in this position over the support, you can adjust them if not.

I made a few cuts with the knife either side of the Plasma Transfer Conduits.

Now we use the Solid Drill and select Stencil, surface is set to default, no choice really as I have not yet named the surfaces, 
if you do have parts named you can allocate it a name.

This is the result.  
Surface (q) name: **** plasma transfer conduits 1 + 8. name them individually for any texture you wish to add.



Then I used the Smooth-Shift and Offset by – 2”. then I Bevel (b) follow with the Numeric (n) option and select the inset 
which is set to inset 2” and close the tool. You should round the edges here too. I again select bevel and this time is used the  
shift and restore to its outer position.

Then I Bevel (b) follow with the Numeric (n) select the Inset and enter 2” into the Field and close the tool. 

I again select bevel and this time is used the shift and restore to its outer position, You could Round the Edges here too.

                       

My textures 

I used Photofilter to make these. 



Rotating the Support into position 

 Now we rotate the support around so it´s placed where it should be on the model.

At 46.0º the engine support pylon looks like it is just right.

Then Mirror-X the support.

 Ignore the detail with in the 8 Plasma Transfer Conduits, as I tried to model the detail and found the Polygon Count was too 
high for my liking.  I posted want I did in chapter 10,  for you to try if you want too, I don´t believe its worth the time  
though. 



The Bussard Blades.

The blades behind the Bussard´s and the light sources that flash on and off as the ship cruises through space.

You can use the Dome you made for the Bussard´s, Copy and Paste it into a New Layer so we can work on it.

Use the  Size Tool and reduce the scale. If you click you mouse over the area indicated and press Size follow with the 
Numeric tool, you can reduce the Factor to 92.0%. 

Now select the some of the Polygons from the center to the top (about 4 Polygons across) Copy and Paste it into a New 
Layer and then use the Smooth-Shift and Offset by 3”, it could be Flipped the wrong way, press (f) to fix, then paste the 
original object again over the Flipped surface.



 As you see here, now press (m) to Merge the Points.

Use the Array Tool enter 12 into the Number field in the Z-axis.

That is it for this, you will need to mirror this when you position the engines into place. Surface name (q): Bussard Blades

For the light behind the dome, create a ball somewhere near the area indicated, use the default setting in the Numeric 
options, then use the Array Tool in the number field enter 10 and set to the Z-axis. 

You can use a Texture Map for this area too, look out for that tutorial in the future.



The colors from the top and moving around left: Yellow, Red, Yellow, White, Yellow, Red, White, Yellow, Red, White. and 
each is individually named, you can use the luminosity here on each surface.

This is how my surface editor setting look at this point, to give you an idea 

I am not sure what will work best to animate these lights... flashing on and off, as I have not animated for sometime. I will 
look into it and post the update on my blog and perhaps in a future update for this tutorial. 



Remember this from the Primary Hull Sensor Platform, will I grabbed one and placed it into a new layer where I rotated it  
around so it face the way you see above, you can use the Array Tool  again to set up the other two before we move the 
engine back into it´s proper place. Surface name (q): Bussard Nurnie´s 

These are not the right shape but they will do for the need of this tutorial, I don´t want screws shapes going into the model  
as I don´t want it to look like a model, I want it to look like a star ship. 

Use the Array setting you see above. 

Now we move the Engine back and up to its rightful position.

Now Copy and Paste all your Engine objects into one Layer!



We are now going to move the Engine back into place, take your time placing it back, I am lining the Engine up with the  
Navigation Light in the Front and Side View ports.

You can MirrorX the Engine now so we can see both Engines and the ship seen as it should be. 

This is the model as it stands now, only a little more modeling and of course naming each part, but to a large degree the  
model is finished apart from the Details like Windows/Portholes and the Deflector Dish and the Impulse Engines.

Continued in the next chapter

This work is Copyright to Gerard Duffy (Taranis) 2011.
Please don´t alter or distribute this without first seeking permission.


